i-mop XXL

®

Bigger can
be better

Speed, precision
& design

Meet the i-mop XXL®
Sometimes bigger can be better. The i-team proudly
presents the new i-mop XXL: a re-engineered
powerhouse that literally runs circles around the competition.
With a larger scrub deck & new power management system,
large obstructed areas become possibilities. This innovation
allows the user to clean up to 2300 m2 in just an hour,
flipping the script on how a larger auto scrubber should look,
feel & handle. Start saving tremendous time when operating
the machine, and cut down time on logistics on your
larger workspaces. You can approximately save 20% of your
time compared to a conventional walk-behind auto scrubber with
a size of 50 to 75cm. Empower yourself with the i-mop XXL,
where powerful innovation meets flexible design.

Full size scrubber dryer with
the flexibility of a flat mop

scrub & dry

extreme mobility

•

62 cm cleaning path

•

•

2 powerful brush motors
Nylon protective bumper

•

Cleans right up to the edge

Low profile deck to clean
underneath objects

•

360o of flexibility

click on / click off

battery charge

easy transport

•

Easy to fill, clean & empty

•

Quick exchange

•

Transport wheels

above a sink

•

2 sets = 24/7 power

•

Fits in the trunk of a car

Use different tanks for

•

Runs on i-power 14 batteries

•

Easy to store & carry upstairs

•

100% mobility

•

different chemicals
•

Reduce unproductive refill
waiting time by prepping
in advance according to
HACCP standards

7cm

62cm

Low profile deck

Think outside the box

24/7 energy

Friendly
user-experience
With the i-mop XXL, users operate a
machine that not only looks & feels right,
but also twists and turns like no other
scrubber dryer on the market. It’s friendly
exterior & usability makes it the perfect
addition to your workforce.

New power management
We have redesigned the power
management system and packed in as
much power as physically possible into
our new grey i-power 14 batteries.
They are the exact same shape
& size as our i-mop XL batteries.
You can use them across all of our products, simply plug and play.

Re-engineered for width
In order to achieve the balance
between challenging larger areas
with the same flexibility and speed
as the i-mop XL. We have enlarged
the scrub-deck to give the machine
a cleaning path of 62 cm and added
more water capacity.

Lightweight & storage
The i-mop XXL has been designed in such
a way that it takes up very little floor space
when it’s not being used. Store it in a closet
within reach. Take it with you up and down
steps and stairs. Pop off the batteries
and lift the water tank from the machine
to load it into the trunk of a car.
In short, a fully mobile machine.

Total cost of ownership
No new training needed. The i-mop XXL
combines all of the elements of the
previous build, and upgrades you to work
in bigger unobstructed areas. By expanding
the range of your machines, the way you
operate is in your own hands, without the
unnecessary extra overhead.

Technical specifications
Indoor, hard surfaces only

Theoretical performance

Up to 2300 m2 per hour

Practical performance

1200 - 1800 m2 per hour

Brush speed

350 RPM

Brush pressure

32 kg

Operation width

62 cm

Size machine (l x w x h)

43 x 69 x 124 cm

Weight without batteries & water

21 kg

Clean water tank

5L

Recovery clean tank

5 L (max 8 L)

Material

PP, Aluminum alloy

Power source

2 i-power 14 batteries*

Battery spec

25.2 V, 14 Ah

Run time

60 minutes

Charger type

Off-board

Charger

110-240V, 50/60Hz
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i-land

®

Our goal is to simplify the entire cleaning
process and increase your level of joy while
you clean. So for long days, huge buildings
and on-site projects, you are going to
need a work station that holds all of your
equipment. That’s why we created the
i-land. An all-in-one solution, which makes
sure you have everything you need in one
accessible and convenient supporter.
No more unproductive traveling time!

i-land S

i-land XL

i-land XXL

i-land XL Pro

i-land L Pro

PRO
SERIES
WITH
DRAWERS

i-land XL Pro

i-land XXL Pro

Power up
Space is in short supply these days. We should
not waste a single inch when it comes to
the limited storage space we can even get.
That’s why we thought: why not use the
vertical option towards the ceiling for charging
your batteries? You only need one power socket
for multiple chargers. Now you can easily
attach, hook-up, and power your batteries
without losing precious space!

i-stack 3
3 layers

i-stack 4
4 layers

i-stack 6
6 layers
i-charge 2

i-charge 9

K.1.S.72.0299.0

K.1.S.72.0344.0

Storage for all your
i-team needs
Not enough room for your equipment?
We’ve got you covered. Store your i-range,
i-mop and all of your accessories inside this
handy cabinet. With room for wallchargers,
pads, brushes, your i-mop and more,
the i-store is the perfect utility closet
in your storage facility.

K.1.S.107.0004.0

K.1.S.107.0001.0

Steel cabinet

INOX cabinet

Steel storage closet. Easily built &

INOX storage closet. Same levels

set up. Different levels for brushes,

and space as the steel storage closet,

pads and chargers. Has a built-in

but with a more robust character

spot for a power outlet.

for a longer lifespan. Perfect for the
food industry.

Regular i-pads

White
Delicate cleaning

Red
Light cleaning

Blue
Medium Cleaning

Green
Heavy cleaning

Black
Agressive cleaning

K.20.72.1213.2

K.20.72.1213.1

K.20.72.1213.79

K.20.72.1213.64

K.20.72.1213.0

Daily i-pads

Coated low foot traffic areas

Intense i-pads

i-pad driver

Non-coated high foot traffic areas

Green
Daily cleaning

Yellow
Renovation

Blue
Daily cleaning

Orange
Renovation*

Use in combination
with all our i-pads

K.2.72.1216.64

K.2.72.1216.8

K.2.72.1216.797

K.2.72.1216.4

K.2.S.72.1214.797

*and daily cleaning for ceramic tiles

i-mop brushes

Soft brush
Optional

Medium brush
Standard

Hard brush
Optional

K.2.S.72.1092.70

K.2.S.72.1092.797

K.2.S.72.1092.1

Squeegee blades

Standard

For oily/greasy environments

K.1.S.72.1096.0

K.1.S.72.1096.797

Clean also means caring
about your hygiene.

solution tank red

K.1.S.72.1081.1

K.1.S.72.1081.797

sanitary fittings & washroom floors

solution tank blue

Brush ring

Brush ring

K.2.S.72.1093.1

K.2.S.72.1093.797

general low risk areas

K.1.S.72.1081.8

solution tank yellow

washroom surfaces

K.1.S.72.1081.64

solution tank green

Brush ring

Brush ring

K.2.S.72.1093.8

K.2.S.72.1093.64

general food & bar

Cleaners on the go
Need to travel with your cleaning equipment,
and don’t want any unnecessary harm done
during transport? Protect your i-mop inside of an
aluminum hardware case on the go, whether it
is transported by air, boat, car or even from
building to building. Bring your batteries, brushes
and different tanks with you in our i-bag. Carry with
a shoulder strap or integrated backpack structure.
It reduces the carry weight of your i-mop XXL to 17 kg!

K.1.72.00221.797

S.72.1142.18

S.72.1142.19

i-stand

IS.I-V.0000A

Mounting for i-mop wall model

IS.I-V.0000B

Transport your i-mop easily inside
your van with the wall mount. Easily
screw the holder onto the inside
of your vehicle, and click the i-mop
with different tanks right onto it.

Mounting for i-mop stand model
Rest your i-mop wherever you want
with the stand model. Place the
model in any space or room,
and click the i-mop with different
tanks right onto it.

Our bright future together
663,000,000 people don’t have access to clean drinking water.
Together with Made Blue we wanted to do something about this.
Let’s jump into some details!

Water conservation

Saving water all over the world.
By operating i-mops, your
partners, clients and users lower
the water footprint whilst
contributing positively to the
availability of water in the world.

Clean water & charity projects
Made Blue measures the
total water used or saved by
products or services and ensures
that same amount to be made
available elsewhere. Water projects
are implemented by international
charity organisations such as Red
Cross and Amref Flying Doctors.

The i-mop was designed to change
the process of cleaning, and has
done so in two ways: creating a
revolutionary device that increases
cleanliness, and also saving water
usage for the user, the company,
and the planet.

Donate
By now Made Blue has realized
over 1.5 billion litres of clean water
in developing countries, enough to
serve over one hundred thousand
people every year.

Made Blue family
Being a part of the i-team, means
being a part of the Made Blue family.
We encourage all of our employees
to tell the story, and inform
everyone about Made Blue.

Join the i-team
Innovation & caring about the
environment should go hand in
hand. Join us in making the world
a better place, for now and the
future. For more information,
visit: i-teamglobal.com

The i-team story

Inquire

Innovate

Inspire

Creating better solutions starts with
listening. Our insights come from
collaborating with our customers in
order to understand their needs.

We try to rethink - from the ground
up - how things should be done.
While we harness our experience,
we are not constrained by conventional
solutions. That’s how we - our
team of designers, engineers,
manufacturing staff, the way we
collaborate with customers and
partners - have fundamentally
reinvented the process of cleaning.

The spirit of our enterprise is animated
by a commitment to the success of our
customers, our business partners, and
our community. This teamwork is only
made possible through transparency,
accountability and mutual respect.

i-team Global HQ
Hoppenkuil 27B • 5626DD Eindhoven • Netherlands • +31 40 266 24 50 • hello@i-teamglobal.com

